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The address of God to man or through man takes place, like everything in creation, according to
irrevocable spiritual laws. The different emphases and perspectives in the revelations result from the
divine basic aspects of order, will, wisdom, seriousness, patience, love and mercy, according to the
spiritual mentality of the one who receives the word of revelation. In and above all, however, love acts
as the bearer of all revelations, without which a true word of God is not possible.

Divine Revelation
My beloved sons and daughters, I have repeatedly pointed out to you the crucial role that
the Fall - also called the Fall of the Angel - plays in understanding what is happening in
creation.1) Without the knowledge and above all without the recognition of the grave
consequences for you, you are and remain puppets on the invisible threads of the forces
responsible for the divided creation.
Also you, every single one of you, are part of My creation. And therefore, when I speak of
creation, not only the innumerable fine-material and material worlds are meant, but to the
same extent, all My children. Among them, especially those suffer from the separation,
living outside the heavens, who have thus found their temporary home as humans on
earth or as souls in the astral regions.
While souls, depending on the area to which they are attracted to after discarding their
human body shell, often live in great inner distress and lack of freedom under bleak
circumstances, many people do not feel this way. Apart from the large part of My human
children who are hungry and starving, sick and suffering from war and persecution, most
people in countries with a higher standard of living get along quite well. They have "settled
in", and if their money is enough to enjoy distracting superficialities, they find their sensual
fulfillment in them. Rarely is the question then seriously asked what all of this is actually
about.
The reason for this is that the negative forces, which never gave up their fight against Me
and later on also against you, have managed to limit the consciousness of the vast
majority of people through targeted manipulation. This has led to the fact that My
unenlightened children live in an illusory world, which they consider to be the reality, in
which it is a matter of catching as much of the cake as possible.
In this way My commandment of love was and is infiltrated, misrepresented and hollowed
out. Since every disregard of this commandment represents a negative cause that has a
negative effect, it looks on your earth as it is felt by those who still have a sense of what is
prepared and takes place behind the scenes: destructive, devastating, disintegrating.

How and through whom this happens, I have explained to you in My last word of
revelation1): Through those who for a short time feel themselves to be the "great ones" of
this world and yet do not know that with every action directed against My commandment of
love they become more deeply entangled in the law of sowing and reaping and load more
and more guilt upon themselves; and this until they too collapse under the burden of their
own transgressions. Since they have no spiritual knowledge, or in their presumption
unbelievingly reject such knowledge when it is offered to them, they must inevitably be the
losers. For the trump card called Cause and Effect holds the light in it's hands.
And therefore the light - Mine and yours, will triumph!
Because the vast majority of people lack the knowledge of the big picture in which they are
involved, the other side has such an easy job. It would have been quite possible - and still
is - to acquire knowledge of the rules of the game, according to which life takes place on
all levels of creation, but also in the existence of every human being and every soul.
Beginning with My incarnation in Jesus of Nazareth, there were innumerable handouts
from My side over the course of many centuries, which referred to My commandment of
love and brought enlightenment. They could easily have been recognized as help, which I
gave to mankind through My faithful ones, through your brothers and sisters, who had and have - made it their business to proclaim My truth to the people. With all their still
existing faults and weaknesses, however, they cultivated a relationship with Me that was
characterized by deep love; just as there is an eternal connection between Me and you.
Whereby it is My deepest wish that this connection becomes ever closer so that it can no
longer be affected by anything. Which does not mean that you are to strive for perfection,
which you cannot achieve on earth anyway. I am content with your honest effort and a
childlike "Father, I love you."
But those who were in charge at the switching points of power decided to follow the
whispers of darkness; they led the ignorant astray - contrary to My teaching, which
commanded a life in love. The view of the great and the whole was lost. People
concentrated and limited themselves to this life they encountered for a few decades,
although this little bit of life can be of crucial importance if it is used in the spirit of My loveteaching.
Not only has this not changed, the wrong direction has become dominant and determines
your thinking and acting to the extent that your technical possibilities lead you to believe
that you are slowly but surely getting behind the secrets of the material universe. Since a
spiritual universe does not exist anyway in the imagination of most people, they limit
themselves despite all scientific progress and results. Although they broaden their
intellectual horizon a little, they simultaneously narrow their consciousness and
increasingly diminish their sense of the existence of another, eternal reality. In this way,
they cannot get behind the meaning and purpose of life.
You cannot capture the scent and beauty of a rose, even if you go into the depths of it's
atomic structure with highly sensitive instruments. You can only get a comprehensive

picture if you look at the flower from a certain distance. Then it's wonderful nature will be
revealed. Transfer this parable to yourself and your life.
Also the meaning of your existence opens up to you only when you leave behind the
restrictive conceptions, which are based on a belief in a singular life. When you do not
seek heaven above the clouds, but in yourselves. When you bring Me down from a sphere
that is completely abstract to you, which you never understood anyway despite all
imagination, and put Me into your heart, there where I dwell since eternities. When you
acknowledge that you come from a dimension that knows neither time nor space, and that
you have only entered Earth for the duration of the incarnation, which you will then leave
again. When you recognize the necessity to let your soul become lighter and nobler
through the appropriate behavior of your human being. And when you see the great arc and internalize this truth, that this arc exists(!) - on which you have left the heavens, which
was temporary dwellings to you of the most different kinds, and which, according to My
inviolable laws, will sooner or later lead you home again with absolute certainty.
*
It does not necessarily sound or seem very risky or even dangerous when I tell you that
you have entered the domain of darkness with your incarnation. Many do not recognize or
feel the cleverly packaged temptations and afflictions to which they are permanently
exposed; for these consist not only and not always in direct temptation to evil, but often
and much more effectively in seductions to laxity and in a thousandfold distractions, which
lead to stagnation and disinterest in spiritual things. Very few though, if enlightened, know
in detail about these dangers.
In addition, during incarnation, memories of earlier times are erased, and for good
reasons. What remains is a more or less great longing of the soul to develop itself in man,
in order to make some progress on it's way home; and impulses that rise in man when
certain strings of his soul are touched and made to vibrate. Beyond that of course
conscience, insofar as man has not suppressed it in previous lives, and My love-teaching,
which I brought to you as Jesus. What is missing is a knowledge of the meaning of
existence and of the manifold opportunities for learning that life continuously offers. But
even more serious is the ignorance that and how I support every effort, no matter how
small, with My love, which has all possibilities.
The reason I keep coming back to this point is that due to a lack of enlightenment there is
no awareness of what kind of world you have entered with your incarnation. It is true that
your earth is a wonderful planet on which it would be good to live and learn if the rules of
love, which I taught people as Jesus, were followed. Therefore is the term training center
quite appropriate. But especially on your earth, darkness rages uninhibitedly,
because it has here the possibility, not visible and largely unnoticed, to influence
people, to manipulate, to attack and to keep them from soul-development. Nowhere
else does it find comparably great opportunities and good prerequisites for repeatedly
replenishing and expanding the ranks of it's vassals and extending it's sphere of power.

Because you can only look at your earth with your outer eyes, you lack the possibility to
get a picture of what is going on in the areas that are invisible to you. This is a good thing,
because you would be deeply frightened and disturbed. Whoever is sceptical of My words
or considers them to be exaggerated or does not believe Me, may remember that no
negative thought can be grasped and no loveless act performed without also establishing
contact with personal or impersonal forces which, as the driving force, instigate and
accompany every event with unimaginable refinement. In areas that are not perceptible to
you, we plan, influence and carry out in dimensions that your imagination cannot fathom.
Even the worst representations of the games in your digital devices do not come even
remotely close to the reality of the spheres surrounding you.
This brief description may suffice. It will move those to even greater earnestness who
believe My words, and they will be even more careful than before with their feelings and
thoughts. For that is where the tempters start.
But not everything that happens to you is due to intentional damage by dark forces. Here it
is important to use common sense, to take a critical look at your own behavior and never
forget that an incarnation is always associated with many small and also larger ailments
and limitations. Finally, you have decided to live in matter where nothing is perfect.
That you can still go through your life somewhat untroubled is because I hold My hand
over those of My children who have chosen to incarnate for reasons of their spiritual
development. If it were not for My protection in which you are wrapped up in manifold
ways, no-one would have a chance to go his way without the most massive disturbances
and hindrances; unless he devotes himself to the goals of darkness and becomes it's tool
for a few years or decades. During this time he is doing relatively well on the outside
because the dark Ones are setting the course of his life for him and supplying him with
energy. The rude awakening finally comes when the earthly eyes close at the end of his
life.
You may find the distribution of the forces that collide in this conflict unequal and unjust: on
the one hand the unnoticed sieges and invisible attacks, on the other the unsuspecting
man. Equal opportunities do not seem to exist here. And where, in the eyes of many, is the
justice that is part of My love?
Let's reflect together, and when you have found the solution, you will be surprised how
flawlessly everything fits together. And you will at the same time recognize the principle
how I will again unite My creation in love and under consideration of the free will of all My
children. ‘… all My children’ also mean that I also do not touch the free will of those who
are against Me and you. They will finally come to their senses when they are confronted in
due course with the harvest of their illegally sown seeds. Until then, they will have the
opportunity to measure their strength against yours.
However, since the light is generally stronger, they can only succeed when and where they
find a counterpart with an energy-potential that allows them to exert influence. These can
be partial aspects of a character, for example a human weakness, which they exploit to get

their victim to behave in a certain way, to harm him, to rob him of energy, or to get "a foot
in the door" with him. In this way, they then create an open access that they can quickly
use again and again if necessary. All addictions, bad habits and uncontrolled negative
reactions, which resemble well-worn tracks, which man can only leave with great effort or
not at all, are among them. And much more.
The struggle for a soul begins in childhood, at the latest when the child begins to discover
and use it's own will. The protection of a new citizen of the earth is taken over by his
guardian angel. He wraps his protégé in love on My behalf and protects him from many
things in the first years of his life, because otherwise a successful start into the new
incarnation would not be guaranteed.
That so many beginnings fail in your eyes, is because you have different ideas and
wishes, is not the subject of My revelation today. But however it presents itself for you: It
can never be a mistake, and never does anything happen against the will of the soul;
because everything is bound by My law and happens without exception on the basis of My
love.
*
With increasing age, the soul and human being change. It becomes more and more
obvious what good and less good things the soul has brought into the new life. Thus the
inside expresses itself little by little also in the outside. Whoever knows about these
spiritual connections does not usually find it very difficult to draw conclusions about the
inner life of a person from his behavior.
But be careful! Before you begin to judge other people- which is not in My sense anyway explore yourselves and become humble in doing so.
In all the years of your life on earth, both heaven and darkness are constantly trying to give
you impulses to move you in the direction they desire. Heaven does this in it's inimitable
way: gently, lovingly, quietly, leaving you free will. It may also be that the law of sowing and
reaping intervenes to draw your attention to something that ultimately serves the good of
your soul and your person.
The opposition does not take your free will into consideration. They know your weak
points, because every spiritual being with appropriate development and training can read
your inner state in your aura and knows about your most secret wishes, your interests and
your intentions. It knows the loopholes, the open doors and windows of your soul-dwelling,
about which you do not know or which you do not want to admit.
Does that scare you? Then this should make you more vigilant and careful, for you are
then the inferior in this unequal fight, if you act ignorantly or naively and without much
thinking in order, for example, to indulge an inclination or to avoid self-knowledge. Then
your position is weakened and your protection has entry ports, so that you have little or
nothing to resist temptation or influence with.

According to the law of attraction, then, something can have an effect on you only if it finds
the same or similar thing in you and can address it. But even then it is not to say that the
challenge will be successful. For it depends on how strong your union with Me is, how
closely the bond of love for Me is already tied from your side.
The relationship between Me and each creature is a love-relationship. There is a
relationship of a unique nature between Me, your Father, your giver and sustainer of life,
and you, My child, whom I have known since eternities and will unconditionally love for all
eternities. Our love-relationship represents a program of contrast - it could not be greater to what has been going on on your Earth for a long, long time and is heading towards it's
preliminary climax.
It is My wish - and it is also the wish of your soul - that already during your lifetime we grow
into such a loving togetherness and intimacy that there is nothing left that can come
between us in any form. Your soul still knows the inner bliss connected with it from the time
when you were at home with Me and your loved ones in your eternal homeland: in light, in
freedom, in boundlessness and a carefree existence. And because this wonderful
sensation still lies within you, even if - still - hidden, you have the possibility to reanimate it,
so that your life gets a completely different content and value and a new goal, and you
experience an enrichment never known before.
But you will only succeed in this if you get completely involved with Me. What then follows
will be anything but boring. Your path will resemble an exciting adventure that will always
leave you astonished; for you will be led by Me, Love.
If your human being desires this as much as your soul does, then let us begin by you
taking Me into your feeling more than before. It is the level of sensations on which love
grows and flourishes. To meet Me there in silence is more than a prayer. Then the two of
us merge together, even if only for a few moments in the beginning. But they can become
an unshakeable foundation on which not only your earthly future is built, but your path in
general, which leads you back to Me.
This path will become shorter and easier for you the more serious your decision for love is.
You will build up more and more the protection - My protection - around you, which you
hope for, in order to be able to recognize the intentions of the darkness faster and to be
better armed against it's temptations and attacks. My wrapping is like a force-field in which
you live much safer than before. It will raise you more and more above the low vibration
with which you are to be bound by the opposing forces to the world, to it's numerous offers
promising false happiness, and to it's distractions, which are nothing but cleverly set traps.
Isn't that what you wish for? Is this not the freedom from fear that you dream of? Is this not
the blind trust in My guidance, which holds only good things ready for you and your soul? If
it is so, My child, then come and hesitate no longer. Turn with your feeling more and more
often to Me, your Father, Who is the eternal Source of life for you and all that is. Or direct

your feelings to Jesus, if you prefer this, because you have perhaps learned it this way. It
is the same Love with which you connect at the same moment.
It is crucial that you recognize the importance of establishing or expanding the loverelationship between Me and you. Then you will also break through the everyday trot of life
that has crept into the hearts of many who call themselves Christian, but in whose hearts
love burns only as a small flame; and who thereby often become the plaything of foreign
forces.
This is not what I have planned for My children. That cannot and will not be and remain the
result of My incarnation; because the goal of My incarnation and the redemption
connected with it was and is the freedom of all My children. The opposing forces are
rearing up because they suspect that it will become ever more narrow for them. But you
have now experienced the background; you now know about the truth. Don't let yourself
be distracted! You also know the way, which can lead you at My hand through all woe and
crying: Tie the bond of love between us ever more firmly. Then you shall also know that the
inequality of forces, of which I spoke at the beginning, presents itself differently than you
might have assumed.
Love has the stronger weapons in this fight. So the advantage is on the side of the light, no
matter how the image is currently presented. But the Light will not use it's victory to
enslave or punish the inferior, as is usual with worldly victors. Also the previously defeated
are My beloved children, who, because they have finally come to knowledge, repentance
and conversion, will again be received with great joy and indescribable jubilation.
Even if it still takes time until it happens, this does not change the fact that it will happen
this way. Because it is My will, and because I have the power for it. And because I Am
Love!
When you believe My words and have followed Me, then it will have become clear to you
that you increase the flock of those who fight at My side through your 'yes'. Because on
the one hand it is about the fact that I want to bring you through all the storms and high
waves like a "pilot on board of your ship of life", but on the other hand, every light is
needed in this dark world. Because a man who wants to become light out of love for Me
will also at the same time always be light for all the innumerable, whose souls long for light
and warmth. Even if they themselves do not yet know it.
My beloved ones, do not worry. Everything is going "according to plan," both in your world
and in the existence of the individual. But this does not mean that I was the planner of the
fall of the angels. It merely means that nothing can happen outside of My law, and likewise
nothing that I in My wisdom cannot meet with superiority. From the darkness was - what
now appears as chaos - played out a long time ago. The preparations for this have been
going on for many centuries and more, with one stone set upon another with foresight,
thus creating the conditions for the extremely critical situation in which you now live.
Nothing has been left out of consideration. The willingness of people to open themselves
to everything new, interesting and fun was appreciated and used ruthlessly without you

noticing the intentions. In the process, the values that I conveyed to people were gradually
neglected and largely forgotten.
This is your present situation, both in political and economic terms, as well as with regard
to your earth, your indispensably needed living-space. Often, however, new life can only
arise from ashes. But then it will appear all the more powerful.
My love accompanies you, also your thoughts, which are not always fearless and light. You
are sons and daughters of the heavens, and you have it in your hands whether you want
to and can go through your day radiantly and powerfully in spite of all events. The
strengthening of our love-relationship will be an incomparable help to you.
Amen

(1) Revelation of 8. 9 .2020

